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REFLECTIONS…

A passion for writing..
“Whatever I feel, I
see or whatever I
observe I just put a
pen and write. No
matter how far’ll go
I just want to write
in flow.”
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#Durga Puja P6

Life is spontaneous; all we have to do is to prepare our self!

“Peep through the window before
going through the meadow”
#Ban of Crackers P9

“WORD IS POWER”

Shabnamistan Jabeen
A journey: Air force P13
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ABOUT THE MAGAZINE

Hello Readers!
This magazine is a collection of my thoughts which I have expressed through
My writings
The pictures used in this magazine, (some of them) are clicked by me and some of them are
taken from the internet.
This compilation would not have been possible without the support of my Dean Ma’am,
Dr Neemo Dhar. My guiding force behind this magazine has been my professor
Ms Roma Ghosh.
My sincere thanks to all the colleagues and professors!
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RELIGION AND JUDGMENT
Triple Talaaq

Talaaq is a religious word which belongs to Islam religion and Muslim community. It means
“divorce”. As per the holy Quran and Islamic scriptures, the husband of a woman is only
empowered to pronounce “Talaaq”. The women are not authorized to pronounce the same.
However, the women can demand separation (Khula), with valid reasons and showing
reasonable causes from the Islamic judge (The Quazi). Talaaq is opted when a man no longer
requires continuing his marital relationship with his wife due to some valid Islamic and domestic
reasons or issues. But it does not mean that a man can use the word Talaaq at any time. In
Islam, some provisions have been made in the light of Quran verses. As per the Quran a man
should pronounce ‘One’ at a time and wait for few months. If he rejoins his wife and continues
his relationship, it’s all right. If the relationship does not come up, he can pronounce the word
Talaaq for the ‘Second’ time and will again wait for few months. If at all the problems with his
wife doesn’t solve, he can pronounce ’Third’ Talaaq which is the final. After this his marriage is
null and void and Talaaq takes place. Now, he cannot rejoin his wife without coming across
‘Halala”. It means the women should wait for four months and if she’s not pregnant, she can opt
for second marriage (Nikaah) with another man and can again marry her old husband if her new
husband pronounces Talaaq and offers divorce. But this can be done after completing the above
process once again.
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Triple Talaaq is highlighted now-a-days because few people pronounce it three times
consecutively and void their marital life forever. But this announcement creates lot of problems
for the women, the children and for the parents of the victim as well. Considering the same, the
Supreme Court of India has banned Triple Talaaq by passing a judgment. This gives a relief to
women as far the social life is concerned but religiously it has created lot of dissatisfactions.
Though the judgment has been welcomed by many people but Islamic scholars are against the
decision owing the case to be quiet personal as per the Quran and Islamic laws.
As the true followers of Islam
follow the Quran meticulously and
moreover follow the teaching of
Prophet Mohammad (SA), they never
accept the decision and have decided
to go as per the Islam rules. They
object the decision by saying that the
issue of Talaaq belongs to Islam and
Muslims only which is very personal
to the community. Contrary to this the
victim women and the political
parties have favored the judgment.
According to my views in this
regard, the government should not interfere in personal laws as Islam is a personal and
independent religion and has been followed since hundreds of year. As all other communities
have the right to follow and practice their own religion without any obstruction, the Muslims
also to be let free to follow and to practice their personal laws.
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The Supreme Court of India should revise and reconsider the pronouncement of the banning
Talaaq to protect the right of equality. If not, there may be huge social and administrative
problems and dissatisfaction among the Muslim communities.

Nikaah is Sunnat, according to Hadees and Quran.

“Zee Salam is a part of Zee group channels. A program was organized by the channel
where they invited many speakers to exchange their views on Triple Talaaq. The
gathering had Muslim scholars and many women who were followers of Islam religion.
They came from many states of India which included UP and MP. Many states in
India refused to honor the landmark judgment passed by the Supreme Court i.e.
banning of “Triple Talaaq”. As they gathered for a discussion over ban of Triple
Talaaq whether it should acceptable or not, each one gave his or her viewpoint. Many
women argued that they were not in favor of Talaaq and women needed to be modern in
these changing times.
But the other side of the coin is that some argue as to how the Supreme Court can
interfere in the religious issues without taking different view points on its significance.
According to Islam & those women, Quran is a “Mukambal Zalukaat”. Whatever
written in the Quran is true and that has both literal and deep meaning. People try to
link their lives with teachings of the Quran. Nothing is written without any
reason. After all this holy book is something which derives directly from the heaven by
Prophet Mohammad (SA) in the pure month of ‘Ramadan’ in many versions (parah). It

.”

is not written by any ordinary people but God (Allah) itself
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CELEBRATION: JOY AND WORSHIP
A festival of joy and color:

Durga: Symbol of Power & Fierce

D

urga Puja is primarily a festival celebrated in Eastern India. But these days this festival is
celebrated throughout India. Since Bengalis are spread across the country the festival spread across six
days is celebrated with lots of joy and color.
The first day which is celebrated in pandals is called 'shasti' when the Goddess Durga is welcomed and
the idol is brought to the pandal. The saptami celebrations is when the main celebrations start and you
can see all age group of people wearing new clothes and going from one pandal to another pandal. There
are pandals in almost all over Delhi and NCR region.
I live in Faridabad and I also had opportunity of
visiting in colonies around the Air Force area.
The pandal in Charmwood village was very good. I saw
women playing with sindoor on the last day, the day of
Dussera when Durga Ma is immersed.
This is also a day when Dussera is celebrated.

# Pandals revealing the love for Durga Puja

Why Durga Puja is celebrated?

Durga Puja, is also known as Durgotsava, which is an annual Hindu festival in the India that
reveres the goddess Durga Ma. It is mostly celebrated in West Bengal, Odisha, Assam, Tripura,
Bangladesh and the diaspora from this region, and also in Nepal where it is called Dashain. This
takes place in the Hindu calendar month of Ashvin, nearly to September or October. And is a
multi-day festival that features over temple and stage (pandals), scripture recitation, performance
arts, revelry, and processions. It is a major festival in the Shaktism tradition of Hinduism across
India and Shakta Hindu diaspora.

 “Sindoor Khela is
one of the most well
known rituals during
Durga Puja in which
all the married
women play with red
color and fill each
others ‘maang’ as a
symbol of love and
marriage in order to
show respect for their
feminity in front of
Durga ma.”

#Sindoor Khela
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CRACKERS: BAN OR BURST?
No crackers, No pollution.

 Just a few days before Diwali, the Supreme Court banned the sale of crackers.

I somehow agree with the judgment of Supreme Court banning the sale of crackers this Diwali
throughout Delhi and NCR region. As Delhi is a polluted city, and the pollution levels are rising
every day. Burning of crackers may increase the level of pollution to the extent. During diwali,
especially the day after Diwali the pollution gets very high. But everyone just talks of the high
level but no one does anything. Fortunately, this time the Supreme Court decided to take some
positive steps and strictly banned the sale of crackers, and I fully agree with this.
Although many people argue about the tradition that we follow, but just for the sake of one day’s
enjoyment or happiness why should we affect the whole environment?
For people who suffer from lung diseases or respiratory problems, find it very difficult the day
after Diwali, because the pollution level is so high. Also around us many sick, old people survive

who may not physically well, may having many serious diseases such as Heart problems,
Diabetes, High blood pressure, Asthma etc. Bursting crackers generate problems for them also
because they won’t be able to breathe nicely. And obviously the arousing noises can disturb their
sleep and bother them as they are not strong enough bear all these things.
Moreover, due to the burning of crackers many lives get affected like many innocent tiny birds
lose their shelters most of them die because of the heavy sounds. Also dogs get very badly
affected with the noise of crackers and they are seen hiding under the bedsit. Even every single
organism or living being surrounded to us gets bothered. It also generates both noise and air
pollution which affect the climatic condition and the whole environment very badly. Noise
pollution also affects human beings and it is not good for us also.

"Buying crackers is like Burning your money"
On the other side, I agree that it’s a festive time, a festival of course; everybody wants to enjoy
and have been waiting eagerly for a year. So, we can’t neglect the happiness, joy and
amusement. Why can’t we celebrate our festival by lighting the whole area near us with lot of
candles and diyaas? We should in fact help the poor people and those who are not in a good
financial condition by lighting their houses too rather than wasting our money over the useless
crackers which really create lot of problems.

According to me, the Supreme Court should not only restrict the selling of crackers but they
should interdict the manufacturing of crackers also. I think that would be really a perfect
decision. Crackers not just create pollution, it also cause many diseases.

The day after Diwali the whole
city turns smoggy. The
pollution spreads everywhere
over the sky and fill with
garbage. Due to this many
people fall sick and started
facing breathing problems,
skin problems as well. Many
people and child got burn
while burning the crackers.
Some crackers are very risky
and harmful for the children.

#Pollution Smog during Diwali
Lastly, I want to request all the citizens to celebrate their festivals with peace, love and unity
rather than affecting environment and lives. Because everything is necessary and every life is
important.

#Air Pollution
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A JOURNEY- AIR FORCE

“Life is always based on destiny; wherever it takes just follow it”

I was born and brought up with the aura of Air Force. I’ve seen many things in life but
this ambience is just the best part of my life. I learnt many values from this background as Air
Force is full of discipline and all about following rules and regulations.
We children who are blessed with our parents working for the Air Force have seen the other side
of the coin as well. It isn’t easy having Guardian away from you. But the positive side of this is
that we all learn to live like ONE BIG FAMILY. As we often have to live far from the members of
our families, the best part of Air Force is that the people who stay around us or our neighbors
within our campus, they stand by as our closest people and become our family. We feel like we
are each other’s family, we always help each other and always be ready standing next to each
other in every circumstance whether it is good or bad.
We celebrate every festival, occasion, even picnics or parties together. Since childhood I’m
living in this campus and I have observed diverse cultures and people from different strata and
communities of life. People belong to different regions, caste and religion as well. But still we
are same, we are homogeneous, we are one “family.”
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I always feel safe, secure and feel I have a protected shield around me whenever I come back to
my home from any place. That’s just because of the brave Airmen who do their duty with all their
heart, determination and responsibility. Whether they sleep or not, whether they are sick or tired,
whether they eat or not they always come to their duty, without caring about themselves. They
really struggle very hard and resume their duty or work in order to protect us only. Airmen or an
air force person live very soberly but they certainly glow and shine because of their smartness,
hard work and compassionate hearts.
Since childhood I always dreamt to become an inspiring pilot whose ambitions were just to fly
high while keeping the feet in ground and help others. Even if I may not become a pilot but my
passion for helping others and love for everyone around me will never end. I will go the same
values even if I follow any other ambition and following another dream. As I have spent most
part of my life with this background I never want to go far away from this.
These values which I have inculcated are something which has taught me how to face new
challenges, difficulties and how to react or deal with harsh situations. Also I have learnt how to
struggle in life and adjust with all the circumstances. Now I’m really rough and tough prepared
to go anywhere and chase my dream.

#Fighter show is organised on every "Air Force”
Day"
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After sometime my father will be retired, and I really don’t know how I will survive in another
society, away from the AIR FORCE PAMPERING. Even if I am settled elsewhere, I will always
miss the life which I spent at air force. My love for this sheltered and pampered environment is
very great, because I feel like life is very protected here. I enjoyed each and every moment here.
Everything happens in a systematic manner with full of discipline, the importance of timings,
rules & laws and discipline is mandatory here. I always loved the way we live. Happiness
whether it’s small or simple we find such big pleasures from them, this lifestyle is amazing as”
simple living is high thinking.”

#Indian Air force: Proud, Unity and Discipline!
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FRIENDS ARE FOREVER
#Friendship is beautiful

Best friends are “Forever”,
Loose them you should “never”,
Bad guys tell all “lies”,
Don’t listen to them at “wise”.
Good friends ’re forever,
Hurt them you should never…

Misunderstanding makes two
friends “separate”,

“love”,

Still!

Your friendship’ll fly high like a
“dove”,

We aren’t “afraid”,
We’ll always gonna stick together,
like two “breads”.
Good friends ’re forever,,
Stand next to them “today” &
“ever”…

P

Contribute all your heartily

roblems, difficulties may come
“anytime”,

Share all the feelings with your

Try to solve them with an “advice”,

Don’t hide anything it’s a “trend”,

But, never leave your friends
they’re “Life”.

Life is busy while making a “career”,

Friendship is all about “care”,
You’ll see it defeats the entire
“glare”,
Just be true & loyal, “every
time”,
Don’t cheat anyone it’s a
“crime”.

“friend”,

“Best friends are forever,,

But, don’t let that be a “barrier”.

Good friends ’re forever,
Good friends are forever,,

Loose them you should never…
Deceive them you should never…

Loose them you should
never”
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